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RESTRICTIONS:
JFK Act 6 (4)

COMMENTS:
Informant advised 12/6/67 that DA JIM GARRISON resides at 4600 Owens Boulevard, New Orleans. Informant stated that the house in which GARRISON resides was built for GARRISON by FRANK OCCHIPINTI. FRANK OCCHIPINTI resides next door to GARRISON. Informant stated that GARRISON has some type of armed guard at his house.

Informant pointed out that FRANK OCCHIPINTI is a longtime business partner of CARLOS MARCELLO. MARCELLO and OCCHIPINTI were associated in numerous business ventures and are still in business in a company known as Southern Tours, Inc., 1225 Airline Highway, New Orleans.

Informant stated that GARRISON arranged for an apartment for one MARK LANE and that LANE currently has this apartment at 833 Dauphine Street, New Orleans.